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· Jun 11, 2020charels from hell @relscd
Replying to �Just_someNobody
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· Jun 11, 2020Huoyuanjia �HuoYuanjia
Replying to �Just_someNobody
SJW's infect everything.
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· Jun 14, 2020The Lone Corgan @jamaram4
A few things:
- No SJW asked for these to be removed. This was done by WoTC. If you 
don't like it, write to them instead of blaming 'SJWs'.
- Like most things done by companies, this is a ploy to maximise revenue
- Having said that, it makes the bigots mad, so good for them.
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· Jun 11, 2020Godot �GodotIsW8ing4U
Replying to �Just_someNobody
How is IMPRISON racist

Also if you have both Crusade and Jihad isn’t it balanced out
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· Jun 11, 2020Phan �Phantumix
LMFAOOOO
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· Jun 11, 2020Cozy Gamer Gimp �GrumpyCatterman
Replying to  and �Just_someNobody �Neothanos
Pretty sure they are projecting their own racism on most of these.
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· Jun 11, 2020Jill Sandwich ̿̿ ̿̿ ̿̿ ̿̿ ̿'̿'\̵͇̿̿\ @autistic_muse
no one in their right mind would get racism from any of this. this...
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